The logic of misperceived distance (or location) theories of the Poggendorff illusion.
For the Poggendorff display (transversal interrupted by parallel lines), the typical distance-misperception theory postulates that a particular linear distance extending across the empty space between parallels is underestimated; examples are the intertransversal slant distance defined by the closest ends of the transversal segments (a "wings-in Müller-Lyer like" underestimation) or the perpendicular distance between parallels (parallels "attract"). Distance misperception by itself, however, can neither establish that perceived transversal misalignment exists for a Poggendorff display nor specify the perceived-location condition(s) that will produce perceptual collinearity. The perceptual displacement vector is introduced as a means of specifying fully the perceptual mislocation (displacement) of one transversal segment with respect to the other. Given this vector information (direction as well as distance), the logical soundness of theories postulating distance or location misperception were evaluated, and they were compared on the basis of extant data. Such vector information can be used to evaluate other classes of theories as well.